
Violence is never a solution, whatever the political disagreement.

This statement is a voice of citizens and of civil
society organisations active in the United

Kingdom and beyond.
We are a coalition of civic actors who are divided on many different fronts: from our
political views and the fields of activity we operate in, to the society of the future
that we desire for the UK and beyond. But, today, we unite under two crystal clear
denominators: human dignity and peace.

With many of the co-signatories of this statement being youth organisations, we
have been raised in a world where, despite occasional disruption, peace has
reigned over large parts of the world and almost all of Europe. With the morning of
Thursday, the 24th February, this era has come to an abrupt end. Bombs are being
dropped, soldiers have opened fire against civilians and air raids are shattering
bodies and minds. This aggression is not only destroying lives and infrastructure, it
is destroying the dream of a post-Cold War world, a bright future for millions of
young Ukrainians who only knew the fear of war through stories, and the vision of
the peaceful co-existence of Ukraine and Russia.
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In the absence of technical political demands we would like to focus on the following crystal clear
points as a suggested approach to dealing with this situation for us all - politicians and civilians alike: 

1. Whatever the political disagreement is, violence is never the solution. 
Just as in this group of co-signatories, the world of politics is full of disagreements, but violence and
resorting to the use of arms against civilian life cannot ever be an option. We recognise that there
are different viewpoints on NATO enlargement and the historical context of the ex-Soviet sphere,
but we are able to sign this document together. What we sign here today is a clear message to
world leaders: violence is never a solution.

2. Multilateralism is the only solution which will end the killing and return us to negotiations. 
The more united the countries of Europe are - from Armenia to Iceland and from Spain to Finland -
the closer humanity stands to the realm of peace. Today is one of those days where we see, with
urgency and sobering clarity, the urgent need for collaboration across the continent. Although the
UK is no longer a member of the EU, we as citizens expect the UK government to cooperate fully
with our European partners and allies in the pursuit of peace. 
Where political differences may divide, humanitarian needs unite. It is in this spirit of shared virtues
which we need to bring to the fore in order to ensure that we offer the most coherent, coercive and
incisive collective front in terms of our economic and political sanctioning of Russia.
This crisis requires economic interests to be placed at the bottom of the agenda, below the
prioritisation of human dignity and lives.

3. War between states is not war between the people. 
In these grim times it might be very easy to develop a grudge or even hatred against the people of
Russia. But we need to be clear: the Russian leadership, principally President Vladimir Putin and
those who benefit and submit themselves to him as an authoritarian ruler - whether as civil servants
or advisors, as military, intelligence or police personnel or as energy tycoons - need to be
considered - very strictly - as separate from Russian civil society, from its ordinary people.

1700 arrests following public declarations of solidarity with Ukraine in Moscow on the day of the
invasion show the unrelenting rigidity of the current Russian regime in suffocating any sign of civil
unrest. This is why, rather than spreading hatred, we call upon everyone to remember that this war
is not wanted by the civilians of Russia. It is a deplorable and authoritarian power-grab: the
geostrategic move of a narcissist leader who is keeping himself in power through various
undemocratic means.

Let us not allow this military manoeuvre to achieve the destruction of our unity as citizens of the
world. Do not allow yourself to feel hatred towards ordinary Russian people. We have to remember
how power operates - from the top-down - and ensure, even if against our instincts, that we do not
confuse other human beings with the dreadful politics of their countries of origin. Russians and
Ukrainians are united, united against war.

It is only if the enemy manages to divide us, that they win: let us not allow this barbaric act of
aggression to become a war between people.
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Organisation Signed By Email

Young European
Movement UK President, Julius Lajtha president@yem.org.uk

Volt UK President, Alex Haida alex.haida@volteuropa.org

New Europeans UK Chair, Ruvi Ziegler ruvi.ziegler@neweuropeans.uk

Grassroots for Europe Chair, Richard Wilson richard@grassrootsforeurope.org

Les Jeunes Européens -
France President, Antoine Chabal

antoine.chabal@jeunes-
europeens.org

The 99% Organisation Mark E Thomas
mark.e.thomas@99-

percent.org

Young European
Federalists (JEF Europe)

President, Antonio
Argenziano

antonio.argenziano@jef.eu

Young Greens of England
& Wales Raphael Hill raphael@younggreens.org.uk

Centre for International
Learning & Leadership Andrew Hadley andrew.hadley@cill-uk.com

Young Liberals Peter Douglas Banks peter.banks@youngliberals.uk
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